Interlocus gene conversion (IGC) homogenizes paralogs. Little is known regarding the mutation events that cause IGC and even less is known about the IGC mutations that experience fixation. To disentangle the rates of fixed IGC mutations from the tract lengths of these fixed mutations, we employ a composite likelihood procedure. We characterize the procedure with simulations. We apply the procedure to duplicated primate introns and to protein-coding paralogs from both yeast and primates. Our estimates from protein-coding data concerning the mean length of fixed IGC tracts were unexpectedly low and are associated with high degrees of uncertainty. In contrast, our estimates from the primate intron data had lengths in the general range expected from IGC mutation studies. While it is challenging to separate the rate at which fixed IGC mutations initiate from the average number of nucleotide positions that these IGC events affect, all of our analyses indicate that IGC is responsible for a substantial proportion of evolutionary change in duplicated regions. Our results suggest that IGC should be considered whenever the evolution of multigene families is examined.
Introduction
Interlocus gene conversion (IGC) homogenizes repeats by copying a tract of sequence from one paralog to the equivalent region of another. This means that evidence of nucleotide substitution in one paralog can be erased and that the ancestry of an IGC tract coalesces in two paralogs when IGC events occur. As a result, IGC events partition the sequence sites of a multigene family into regions that have different evolutionary trees. This consequence of IGC has complicated the study of multigene family evolution, especially when the goals are to examine orthology and the history of gene duplication and loss. Incorporating tract length into IGC inference can therefore be helpful for disentangling the local correlation structure of the histories of sequence sites.
In Ji et al. (2016) , we introduced an approach to incorporate IGC into any existing nucleotide substitution model by jointly considering the corresponding nucleotide or codon sites in different paralogs. One limitation of this modeling framework is that it assumes IGC events are independently experienced by sites within a paralog. The framework does not reflect the correlation structure among sites within a paralog that is induced by IGC and we will refer to it as the independent-site (IS) approach. Here, we extend the IS model by incorporating IGC tract information and introduce an accompanying inference procedure. We then illustrate the extensions of our IS approach by applying them to three diverse groups of data sets and by analyzing simulated data.
where π i is the stationary probability of nucleotide type i (π A + π C + π G + π T = 1) and κ ≥ 0 differentiates transitions and transversions. With two paralogs per genome, the IS extension of the HKY model has Q (i,j),(i ,j ) be the instantaneous rate at which one paralog changes from state i to i and the corresponding site of the other paralog changes from state j to j . The resulting rates for possible changes are:
IGC extensions to other conventional nucleotide or codon substitution models can be made in a similar fashion.
While the IS approach considers dependence due to IGC at corresponding sites in different paralogs, it assumes IGC occurs independently at different sites within the same paralog. As Nasrallah et al. (2010) noted, the assumption of evolutionary independence among sites can be biologically unreasonable, but is often kept for simplicity and computational tractability. Ideally, dependent evolution among sequence positions would be modeled by treating entire sequences as the state of a system (e.g., Robinson et al. 2003) . Having the state space consist of all possible sequences would lead to more realistic Markov models for describing how individual IGC events can affect multiple sites within a paralog. However, the size of the state space becomes large when it matches the number of possible sequences. This large size would not prove computationally tractable if employing the inference strategy outlined in Ji et al. (2016) .
As a compromise between computational feasibility and realism, our new approach extends the IS model by jointly considering pairs of sites in a paralog as well as the corresponding pairs of sites in each other paralog. We refer to the new approach for separately estimating both the distribution of IGC tract lengths and the IGC initiation rate as the pair-site (PS) approach. The PS approach is a composite likelihood procedure that statistically resembles the population genetic technique of McVean et al. (2002) for estimating homologous recombination rates.
Relaxation of the site-independent assumption
The parameter τ of the IS approach (e.g., see Equation 2) can be interpreted as the average rate at which a site experiences IGC. This average can be further decomposed into two factors. The first is the rate per site of initiation of IGC events that are destined for fixation. The second is the average length of an IGC tract that becomes fixed. We note that the average length of a fixed IGC tract may be less than the average tract length of an IGC mutation because, subsequent to an IGC event, the sequence may experience homologous recombinations that cause the tract lengths of IGC mutations to differ from tract lengths of fixed IGC events. Here, we concentrate on inference regarding fixed IGC tracts. We ignore the possibility of fixation of non-contiguous sequence stretches arising from the tract produced by a single IGC mutation.
We model the rate per site at which fixed IGC events initiate as being η. We use a geometric distribution with parameter p to model the fixed IGC tract length distribution so that the probability of a fixed IGC event covering k sites is p(1 − p) k−1 with k being a positive integer. The mean fixed tract length is therefore 1 p . Although IGC events cannot initiate at a position that is 5 of a duplicated region and cannot extend 3 of a duplicated region, we ignore these "edge effects" by having the expected IGC rate be identical at all sites. This treatment can be interpreted as having some IGC tracts initiate 5 of the sequence regions being followed and/or terminate 3 of those regions. With this treatment, the rate at which a site experiences IGC can be written as τ = η/p. The IS model can be viewed as the special case where p = 1.
The PS approach
Because computational constraints hinder the ability to employ codon-based substitution models, we implemented our PS expansion in conjunction with a modified HKY model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) where the HKY rates are employed to describe nucleotide substitutions that originate with point mutation. Other conventional nucleotide substitution models could be used instead. Harpak et al. (2017) have independently developed a composite likelihood procedure that extends the IS model of Ji et al. (2016) to IGC tracts. Their approach is very similar to the one here (see also Ji 2017), but Harpak et al. (2017) achieve computational feasibility by reducing the 4 nucleotide types to binary characters. This state space reduction may be especially problematic when sequences being analyzed are not closely related.
To better adapt our modified HKY model to analysis of protein-coding sequences, we add parameters that permit rate heterogeneity among codon positions. Specifically, the parameters denoted r 2 and r 3 respectively represent the ratios of fixation probabilities at second and third codon positions relative to the first codon position. The resulting model has rates Q ii of fixed point mutations from nucleotide type i to i being
where r = 1 for the first codon position, r = r 2 for the second codon position and r = r 3 for the third codon position. We will refer to this as the independently-evolving paralog model (HKY-IND) in order to contrast it with our models that add dependence among paralogs due to IGC. The IGC treatment that combines the IS parameterization of Equation 2 with the Q ii rates of Equation 3 will be referred to as the HKY+IS-IGC model and will be contrasted to the HKY+PS-IGC model that combines HKY-IND with the pair-site (PS) IGC treatment that is described below.
The PS approach jointly considers corresponding sites from all paralogs in the same genome in a pairwise manner. When there are two paralogs, the PS approach jointly considers the states of four nucleotides (two sites from each of the two paralogs). This transforms a 4-state nucleotide substitution model into a 4 4 = 256-state joint nucleotide substitution model. Consider the site at position a and the site at position b (a < b) in paralog i. The states of these sites will be denoted i a and i b . The corresponding states at positions a and b of paralog j will be j a and j b . We define
to be the instantaneous rate at which i a changes to i a and i b changes to i b while j a changes to j a and j b changes to j b . An IGC event involving one or both of the sites must yield i a = j a or i b = j b or both. This homogenization is reflected in the rates of the HKY+PS-IGC model by considering how often IGC events affect both positions a and b in the two paralogs and how often they affect just one of positions a and b. The HKY+PS-IGC model adds these IGC contributions to the rates described by the above HKY-IND model.
The rates at which IGC events simultaneously affect both positions a and b depend on the geometric length distribution of fixed IGC tracts. Specifically, assume positions a and b are separated by n sites. The rate of IGC events that affect site a but not site b is
Likewise, the rate of IGC events that affect site b but not site a is Changes that can only be caused by point mutations have the rates defined only from the rates of the HKY-IND model (e.g., Q (A,C,G,T ),(C,C,G,T ) = Q AC ). Changes that can be caused by either one point mutation event or by an IGC event that covers only one of the two sites have the rates defined by the sum of the HKY-IND point mutation rate and the IGC rate (e.g.,
. Changes that can be caused by either one point mutation event or by an IGC event that affects either only one or both of the two sites have the rates defined by the sum of the HKY-IND point mutation rate and the two IGC rates (e.g.,
Because the instantaneous rate of point mutations originating at two sites that are both destined for fixation is assumed to be negligible, changes that simultaneously modify both sites are exclusively determined by the IGC contribution (e.g.,
The off-diagonal entries of this rate matrix that may be non-zero therefore have this structure:
Although Equation 4 only details rates for changes that alter site a in paralog i, other rates can be derived similarly. In summary, instantaneous rates can be positive only if the corresponding change could be caused by a single point mutation or a single IGC event or both.
To infer parameter values, we follow McVean et al. (2002) by forming a composite likelihood that is the product over all possible pairs of sites of pairwise marginal likelihood. Let s 1 , s 2 , ..., s N represent the N columns in a multiple sequence alignment. For the situation where there are exactly two paralogs (paralog i and j), each alignment column will be assumed to specify the corresponding states of both paralog i and paralog j from all species being considered. Also, a column may have corresponding nucleotides from outgroup taxa that diverged prior to the time when paralogs i and j were formed by the duplication. Parameter values are estimated by maximizing the composite likelihood. Specifically, the branch lengths and rates in the model will be denoted by the vector θ.
The maximum composite likelihood estimate (MCLE) of θ is thereforê
where each pairwise marginal likelihood is calculated with Felsenstein's pruning algorithm (Felsenstein, 1981) and where Equation 4 determines rates for portions of the species phylogeny that have two paralogs present and Equation 3 specifies rates when only one paralog is present.
Our inference approach treats the complex correlation between multiple sites with a pairwise Since it is not a valid likelihood function, conventional asymptotic variance calculations via the Fisher information matrix are not applicable to the PS-IGC approach. The uncertainty of the PS-IGC parameter estimates is approximated in this study through the parametric bootstrap (e.g., see Goldman 1993) . A less computationally demanding alternative might be to approximate the uncertainty via the inverse of the Godambe information matrix (e.g., see Kent 1982; Varin et al. 2011 ).
Results
We analyzed both actual and simulated data sets. Information regarding the software implementation and the numerical optimization scheme are provided in the Materials and Methods.
Analyses of Simulated Data
Simulations were performed to characterize our pair-site composite likelihood IGC procedure as detailed in Materials and Methods. Figure 1 summarizes estimates of the average fixed tract length (i.e., 1/p) from these simulations. Sometimes, simulations yielded inferences for 1/p (i.e., estimated average tract lengths) that were more than 10-fold higher than the true value. These extreme values
were not included in sample mean calculations but they were included in the reported interquartile ranges. No estimated values were discarded for expected tract lengths of 3, 10, 50 and 100 whereas 3, 7, 6 and 7 estimated values were respectively discarded for the expected tract lengths of 200, 300, 400 and 500.
With the important caveat that not all parameters were estimated from simulated data (see Materials and Methods), the simulations indicate that average estimated mean tract lengths are relatively close to the true values but the variability of expected tract length estimates increases as expected tract length increases. Presumably, this correlation is partially attributable to the fact that all simulation scenarios share the same value for the product of the IGC tract initiation rate and the expected tract length. Therefore, the actual numbers of IGC events will vary more among simulated data sets when tracts are long but the expected number of tracts per simulation is small.
Analyses of Actual Data
We applied the PS approach to analyze three groups of datasets. The first group consists of the 14 data sets that Ji et al. (2016) analyzed with their codon-based IS approach for studying IGC.
The second group is actually a single primate data set that Zhang et al. (1998) considered in their pioneering work on the origin of gene function. The third group of data sets are segmentallyduplicated intron regions from primates. Harpak et al. (2017) studied the effects of IGC on these intron regions with their binary-state treatment and we chose these data to examine how IGC inferences are affected by instead using maximum composite likelihood with a nucleotide-based model.
Yeast Paralogs
Yeast experienced an ancient genome-wide duplication (Wolfe and Shields 1997; Philippsen et al. 1997; Kellis et al. 2004; Dietrich et al. 2004; Dujon et al. 2004) . Ji et al. (2016) analyzed 14 data Expected tract length Estimated expected tract length Figure 1 : Expected IGC tract length versus estimates with maximum composite likelihood from simulated data. All simulation scenarios used a value of τ = η/p = 5.16. One hundred data sets were simulated for each true value of 1/p. As described in the text, maximum composite likelihood estimates of 1/p that exceeded the true value by a factor of 10 or more were excluded for the sample mean calculation but were included for the reported interquartile range values. The x-axis shows the true value of the expected IGC tract length (i.e., 1/p) and the y-axis shows sample means among estimates with vertical line segments depicting interquartile ranges of the estimates. The dashed line shows Y = X. sets of yeast protein-coding genes to characterize IGC that occurred subsequent to the genomewide duplication. These data sets were the only ones that remained after applying stringent filters that were designed to reduce concerns about sequence alignment and paralogy status (see Ji et al. 2016) . While the filters did not require it, all 14 data sets happen to encode ribosomal proteins. In every data set, six yeast species are each represented by two paralogs that stem from the ancient genome-wide duplication. Each data set also includes a sequence from a species (L. kluyveri) that diverged from the other six prior to the genome-wide duplication. The species represented in these data sets are related by the well-established phylogenetic tree topology of Figure 2 . Table 1 shows that a substantial proportion of sequence change is attributed to IGC by both the HKY+IS-IGC and HKY+PS-IGC models. Table 2 contrasts other inferences from the HKY+IS-IGC and HKY+PS-IGC models for these 14 data sets. It shows both models yield very similar estimates of τ . Also, Table 2 reveals that the expected fixed IGC tract lengths tend to be quite short according to the HKY+PS-IGC estimates. In fact, only 1 of the 14 data sets yields an expected tract length that exceeds 100 nucleotides and 8 of the 14 data sets yield expected tract lengths that are less than 20 nucleotides. Zhang et al. (1998) studied primate paralogs that encode eosinophil cationic protein (ECP) and eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EDN). As described in the Materials and Methods, we used the sequence data and tree topology (see Figure 3) of Zhang et al. (1998) .
Primate EDN and ECP
We analyzed these data with both the IS and PS frameworks. Whereas our PS implementation has the advantage of accounting for IGC tracts, our IS implementation is computationally feasible with codon-based substitution models. Using an adaptation of the Muse-Gaut codon model (Muse and Gaut, 1994 ) that we will denote the MG94+IS-IGC model (see Ji et al. 2016 ) and considering the changes that occurred subsequent to the EDN/ECP duplication, we estimate that approximately 10.3% of the codon substitutions originated with an IGC event rather than a point mutation.
In Ji et al. (2016) , we introduced a "paralog-swapping" procedure that is intended to investigate whether inferred IGC levels are not actually due to IGC events but are instead attributable to estimation artifacts that arise because of imperfect evolutionary models. The paralog-swapping procedure uses the two paralogs from each of two taxa that are descended from a post-duplication speciation event. It compares the biologically plausible scenario where IGC involves paralogs in the same genome to a biologically implausible scenario that has IGC between paralogs in different genomes (see Figure 4) . The idea underlying the paralog-swapping procedure is that the inferred IGC levels will be similar between the two scenarios if artifacts due to unrealistic evolutionary models are generating the putative IGC signal. When we apply the paralog-swapping procedure in conjunction with the HKY+IS-IGC model, we infer much more IGC with the biologically plausible scenario. With the biologically plausible scenario of Figure 4A , the IGC parameter τ is estimated to be about 0.28. With the biologically implausible scenario of Figure 4B , the IGC parameter τ is estimated to be about 0.00004 (i.e., very close to 0). Table 1 includes results obtained by analyzing the EDN/ECP data set with the HKY+IS-IGC model. While the proportion of sequence change attributable to IGC is smaller for the EDN/ECP data set than any of the 14 yeast data sets, Table 1 shows that this inferred proportion is substantial whether the EDN/ECP data are analyzed with the HKY+IS-IGC model or the codon-based IGC treatment of Ji et al. (2016) . As was the case for most of the yeast data sets, Table 2 shows that the fixed IGC tract lengths that are inferred from EDN/ECP are very short. Harpak et al. (2017) examined the effects of IGC on the evolution of segmentally-duplicated primate
Primate Introns
introns. Here, we analyze a subset of the same data set in order to characterize IGC with our more parameter-rich models. As described in the Materials and Methods, we further filtered the introns of Harpak et al. (2017) to yield 20 data subsets where all ingroup species have two paralogs and the outgroup species has one paralog. This was done to lessen uncertainty regarding paralogy versus orthology. This filter also serves to make a single branch on the rooted primate tree be where the duplication event likely occurred for all 20 data subsets. model that has no rate heterogeneity (i.e. r 2 = r 3 = 1). It shows that the proportion of sequence change attributable to IGC is smaller for the primate intron data than for EDN/ECP and than for each of the 14 yeast data sets, but this proportion is still relatively large. In contrast to the results from the yeast and EDN/ECP protein-coding data, Table 2 shows that the fixed IGC tract lengths that are estimated from the intron data have expected values that exceed several hundred nucleotides.
Discussion

Fixed IGC tracts inferred to be short
A distinction can be made between the lengths of IGC mutations and the lengths of IGC tracts that experience fixation. Measurements of the lengths of IGC mutations vary widely among studies and model systems, with some events affecting only about 10 nucleotides and with more typical lengths involving hundreds of consecutive positions (e.g., see Chen et al. 2007; Mansai et al. 2011) . Our estimates of the mean lengths of fixed IGC tracts also exhibit substantial variation (see Table 2 ).
Whereas our estimates of the mean fixed IGC tract lengths from intron data tend to be not dramatically different than tract length estimates for IGC mutations, our estimates from exon data of the lengths of fixed IGC tracts (see Table 2 A paralog-swapping experiment addressing whether improvement to model fit can be attributed to IGC or to artifacts. Both Scenarios A and B specify the correct phylogeny between Tamarin and the paralogs of Macaque and Chimpanzee. Scenario A shows the biologically correct situation that has the IGC between paralogs in the same genome. In Scenario B, IGC homogenization events involve one paralog in Macaque and one from Chimpanzee. Because Scenario A corresponds to how observed data are generated, Scenario A should fit better than Scenario B if IGC is actually being detected. Note that this paralog-swapping experiment would not be possible if only 1 postduplication species was used and would not be effective with more than two postduplication species. recombination events that occur subsequent to IGC mutation and that could thereby make the lengths of fixed IGC tracts shorter than the length of the original IGC mutations. Natural selection may enhance the disparity between lengths of IGC mutation tracts and lengths of fixed tracts. IGC mutations can simultaneously introduce multiple fitness-affecting sequence changes into a paralog. Some of the changes may be advantageous whereas others may be deleterious. Subsequent homologous recombination may separate the advantageous and disadvantageous changes and thereby favor the fixation of IGC tracts that are shorter than the lengths of the original IGC mutations.
Biologically implausible evolutionary models represent a more mundane explanation for the short lengths that we estimate for fixed exonic IGC tracts. One shortcoming of the analyses presented here is that our treatment of changes due to IGC is more unrealistic than the treatment of substitutions that originated with point mutation. For nucleotide substitutions that originated by point mutation, the pair-site approach reflects the difference of fixation rates among the three codon positions by setting the relative rate at the first codon position to 1 and adding a separate relative rate parameter for the second position (e.g., r 2 ) and another for the third position (e.g., r 3 ). However, the pair-site approach does not have differential fixation rates according to which codon positions are affected by the IGC event. This IGC treatment is convenient for setting up the statistical model but may be biologically unrealistic. Furthermore, we assume that IGC mutations occur and fix at a rate that is independent of the differences between the IGC donor and recipient tracts. This assumption violates evidence that IGC mutations become less likely as paralogs diverge (see Chen et al. 2007) .
Whereas the exons analyzed in this study are from genes that contain either no intron or a short one, further investigations with more genes and more sophisticated IGC models may shed light on whether fixed IGC stretches really are shorter in exons than introns. These future investigations might benefit from studying protein-coding genes with both long coding regions and long introns. Harpak et al. (2017) recently developed two inferential procedures so that they could study IGC in segmentally-duplicated regions of humans and other primates. One of these procedures employed a hidden Markov model (HMM) that relied on the assumption that each sequence site has experienced either 0 or 1 IGC events subsequent to the duplication that created the paralogs being studied.
IGC inference procedures
Based on analyses of simulated data, we found a closely related but distinct HMM procedure to yield misleading estimates of expected IGC tract lengths, possibly because the IGC levels that were examined caused serious violations of the HMM assumptions (Ji, 2017) . HMM approaches have proven useful for diverse DNA and protein sequence analysis tasks, but their value for studying IGC is likely to be particularly sensitive to how closely aligned are the HMM assumptions to the data being analyzed.
The other inferential procedure explored by Harpak et al. (2017) was a pair-site IGC treatment that resembles the one introduced here (see also Ji 2017 ). An attractive feature of the pair-site approaches is that they employ maximum composite likelihood for inference rather than relying on HMM assumptions that are most justified when IGC is rare. The pair-site approach of Harpak Harpak et al. concluded from their intron analyses that the IGC rate per sequence position is an order of magnitude faster than the point mutation rate. Because the rates of the IS-IGC and PS-IGC approaches are normalized so that the expected rate per paralog per site is 1 for substitutions that originated with a point mutation, our estimated τ values of approximately 0.5 from both the IS-IGC and the PS-IGC approaches suggest that IGC happens at roughly the same rate per site of each paralog as point mutation. In addition, we estimate the percentage of nucleotide substitutions that originate with an IGC event rather than a point mutation to be 9.3% for the filtered intron datasets. The estimated average tract length from our PS-IGC approach has the same order of magnitude as estimated by Harpak et al.. Because of the substantial differences between our analyses and those of Harpak et al., it is unclear how to isolate the cause of the different results.
Abundant substitution due to IGC
Following Ji et al. (2016) , we used the MG94+IS-IGC model to estimate the proportion of fixed codon changes that were attributable to IGC rather than point mutation. We also employed the HKY+IS-IGC model to infer the proportion of nucleotide changes that were attributable to IGC rather than point mutation. For both the Yeast data sets and the primate EDN/ECP data, the estimated proportions are somewhat higher for the HKY+IS-IGC model than for the MG94+IS-IGC model (see Table 1 ). While we expect the proportion for the HKY+IS-IGC model to be somewhat higher than for the MG94+IS-IGC model because individual events that change multiple codon positions are each only counted once in the MG94+IS-IGC calculations, we expect that most of the disparity in proportions is due to the differences between models.
While there is some disparity in IGC estimates among procedures, the more important message from Table 1 is there is a substantial amount of evolutionary change that is due to IGC. This has implications for the evolutionary consequences of gene duplications. Gene duplication is considered an important source of novel gene function. After their formation, duplicated genes may experience neo-functionalization, sub-functionalization or become pseudogenized (e.g., see Lynch and Conery 2000; Walsh 2003 ). In the absence of IGC, these events are determined by mutations accumulating independently at each paralog. Teshima and Innan (2008) showed that IGC can slow down the fixation of the neofunctionalized paralog by overwriting the neofunctionalized paralog sequence by that of another paralog. In this way, IGC can oppose natural selection. Furthermore, consideration of IGC could potentially improve the dating of subfunctionalization or neofunctionalization events.
Our conclusion is that fixation of IGC mutations is an important source of evolutionary change in multigene families. While the relative rate of IGC experienced per site (i.e., τ ) can be relatively well estimated by our IS and PS techniques, our PS approach yielded estimates of mean tract length from protein-coding data that were unexpectedly short and that were associated with high degrees of uncertainty. This motivates development of additional inference procedures that might be better than the PS procedure at extracting IGC tract information. In addition, there is ample room for improvement of IGC inference procedures. One important future direction will be to have the inference procedures assess how IGC rates decrease with paralog divergence. In addition, many multigene families consist of more than two paralogs and methods are needed for characterizing IGC in these cases. Because our analyses suggest that IGC is responsible for a substantial proportion of molecular evolution in multigene families, we believe that improved IGC inference should be a high priority.
Materials and Methods
Rate Normalization
For all analyses, substitution rates were normalized so that the expected rate per paralog per nucleotide is 1 for substitutions that originated with a point mutation and so that the reported values of τ can then be compared to this normalized value. The normalization leads to one unit of branch length representing one expected substitution arising from point mutation per paralog per site. Because the model has rate heterogeneity among the three codon positions, the normalization to an average rate of 1 yields respective expected rates of 3/(1 + r 2 + r 3 ), 3r 2 /(1 + r 2 + r 3 ), and 3r 3 /(1 + r 2 + r 3 ) at the first, second, and third codon positions.
Simulations
The Materials and Methods of Ji et al. (2016) describe how and why data sets were simulated using parameter values estimated from the YDR418W YEL054C data set. With the same simulation procedure and for the same reasons, we again based our simulations on the YDR418W YEL054C data set. However, this time we used the inferred values of the HKY+IS-IGC parameters from the YDR418W YEL054C data to simulate data sets.
The estimated value of τ = η/p was 5.16 for the YDR418W YEL054C data set. We wanted to explore how the composite likelihood estimates of expected tract length 1/p varied for different true values of 1/p. Because η = τ /(1/p), we used τ = 5.16 and each value of 1/p that was explored in the simulations to set the corresponding value of η. All other parameters were set at the values inferred by maximum composite likelihood from the YDR418W YEL054C data set.
To match the YDR418W YEL054C data, IGC and point mutation events were simulated ac-cording to the yeast species tree for sequences of length 492 nucleotides. While the simulations in Ji et al. (2016) operated at the codon level, these simulations used nucleotides as the units because the modified HKY model is a nucleotide substitution model that has independent evolution at the three codon positions but has different rates for each codon position. The nucleotides in three alignment columns (i.e., columns 238, 239, 240) were removed from each simulated data set because the actual YDR418W YER054C data has a gap in these columns. For each simulation condition, 100 data sets were generated.
For each simulation scenario, one hundred data sets were simulated and analyzed with the HKY+PS-IGC model. Rather than finding the combination of parameter values that jointly maximize the composite likelihood, computational concerns and numerical optimization difficulties resulted in our instead optimizing the composite likelihood only over the tract length parameter p with all other free parameters constrained at the values that were used to simulate the data sets.
We note that the parameter τ = η/p. By constraining τ at its true value and then inferring p, a value for the IGC tract initiation parameter η is simultaneously inferred (i.e., η = τ (1/p) ). While the computational shortcut of only inferring p from simulated data is not ideal, the simulation results of Ji et al. (2016) indicated that the value of τ can be estimated relatively well.
Parametric Bootstrap Analyses
There were 100 replicates per parametric bootstrap analysis. The maximum composite likelihood procedure was employed to obtain estimates of model parameters from actual data and those estimated values were used to simulate data sets of the same size as the actual data. Each of the 100 simulated data sets was analyzed by the composite likelihood procedure and variability of the resulting estimates was summarized. Paralleling the analyses of simulated data sets described in Section 5.2, analyses of the 100 bootstrap replicates with the HKY+PS-IGC model were made computationally feasible by estimating the IGC tract length parameter p but constraining all other free parameters to their true values. This imposition of constraints will presumably cause the uncertainty in the tract length parameter p to be underestimated, but we hope that this underestimation is small given that τ = η/p and that Ji et al. (2016) found that the τ parameter of the IS model could usually be well estimated.
Yeast Data
In the Materials and Methods of Ji et al. (2016) , we describe how the 14 data sets of yeast proteincoding genes were selected and prepared. Although the 14 yeast data sets exclude introns, our pair-site analyses of these data attempted to accommodate the fact that an IGC tract may cross exon-intron boundaries. For each pair of S. cerevisiae paralogs that is listed in Table 1 and Table 2, we identified the exon-intron boundaries and intron lengths of the first of the listed S. cerevisiae paralogs. For each adjacent pair of columns in our alignment of yeast exons, we could therefore determine the separation along the gene sequence of the S. cerevisiae paralog that is listed first for each pair in Table 1 and Table 2 . We then assumed that the gene sequence separation between adjacent exon columns for this S. cerevisiae paralog was identical to the gene sequence separation for all other paralogs in the exon alignment. Therefore, we did not attempt to account for insertions and deletions or for the possibility that exon-intron boundaries may vary along the evolutionary tree.
Primate EDN and ECP Data
We used the EDN and ECP sequence data from the Zhang et al. (1998) study and the tree topology that was first introduced by Rosenberg et al. (1995) . Because of the relatively short time separating the common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees from the common ancestor of those two species with gorillas, we excluded human sequence data from our analyses to lessen the variation of gene tree and species tree topologies. The remaining species are gorilla (Gorilla gorilla), chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus), macaque (Macaca fascicularis), and tamarin (Saguinus oedipus). We obtained the protein-coding DNA sequences via their GenBank accession numbers and aligned them at the amino acid level with version 7.305b of the MAFFT software (Katoh and Standley, 2013) . The protein sequence alignment was then converted to the corresponding codonlevel alignment. Three codon columns that contain gaps were removed from the alignment. The remaining 157 codon columns were used in the analyses.
Primate Intronic Data
We received 550 sequence alignment files of the intronic data analyzed from Harpak et al. (2017) .
Each alignment file corresponds to one intron of a total of 75 protein-coding gene pairs. We fur-ther filtered the alignment files to retain only those with both paralogs in the five ingroup species: human (Homo sapiens), chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), gorilla (Gorilla gorilla), orangutan (Pongo abelii) and macaque (Macaca mulatta); and one paralog in the outgroup species: mouse (Mus musculus). This filter is intended to minimize uncertainties of gene duplication and loss histories so that the analyzed data is less likely to violate the gene tree topology that was assumed in our analyses. Twenty sets of paralogous introns and 15370 sites remained after this filtering of alignment files. Each of these twenty sets of paralogous introns corresponds to one of five pairs of paralogs of protein-coding genes. The ensembl gene ids for the paralog pairs from human are: ENSG00000109272 and ENSG00000163737, ENSG00000136943 and ENSG00000135047, ENSG00000158485 and ENSG00000158477, ENSG00000163564 and ENSG00000163563, and ENSG00000187626 and ENSG00000189298.
Because these sequence data represent introns rather than exons, we analyzed the 20 datasets with parameter values under the HKY+PS-IGC model that has no rate heterogeneity (i.e., r 2 = r 3 = 1). In all analyses of the segmentally-duplicated intron data, we assumed that IGC tracts affecting one pair of intron paralogs in our data set would not also affect other pairs in our filtered data set. While this treatment of exon-intron boundaries is less sophisticated than that applied to the yeast and EDN/ECP data (see below), it is computationally less demanding than the treatment applied to those data.
We investigated two different sorts of analyses of the intron data. One sort consisted of grouping together all introns associated with the same gene. This results in the 20 intron subsets being divided into 5 groups. We separately analyzed each of the 5 groups. We constrained each intron assigned to a group to share parameter values with the other introns in the group. This treatment caused numerical optimization difficulties for most of the groups. Specifically, substantially different maximum composite likelihood estimates were obtained when numerical optimization was initiated from different sets of parameter values. We believe this difficulty arose because most of the 5 groups of introns contained little information about IGC tract lengths.
Due to this difficulty, we decided to share information across the 5 groups of introns by jointly analyzing them with the assumption that all introns shared the same parameter values. This corresponds to an assumption that the duplications that generated the 5 groups of introns all occurred at the same time. While this assumption neglects some variability in branch lengths among gene trees, it results in sharing information about IGC tract length distributions across the groups. Because this shared treatment resulted in less numerical optimization difficulty, all parameter estimates reported here for the intron data were obtained via the shared treatment.
Exon-Intron Boundaries
For yeast and primate EDN/ECP data, we only analyzed the coding sequences of protein-coding genes but we incorporated the possibility that individual IGC events could span entire introns and thereby affect consecutive exons. Consider two neighboring sites in the coding sequence that are at positions k and k + 1. Because of the possibility of introns, these two sites may not be neighbors in the gene sequence. We will assume these sites are separated in the gene sequence by m nucleotides where m ≥ 1 with m = 1 being the case where the two sites are in the same exon. When the two sites are in different exons, our analyses have the distance m between them be the length of the intron sequence plus one.
Numerical Optimization
Model parameters were estimated by numerically optimizing the logarithms of the composite likelihoods. Inferred parameters include branch lengths, parameters related to point mutation, and IGC-related parameters. The "L-BFGS-B" method from the scipy package (Oliphant, 2007; Walt et al., 2011) was employed for numerical optimization. Each row begins with the name of the data set. Yeast datasets are named by the systematic names of the two S. cerevisiae paralogous open reading frames. The "EDN/ECP" row represents the primate EDN/ECP data set. The "Introns" row represents the segmentally-duplicated primate introns. The "lnL IS-IGC" column shows the maximum log-likelihood value of the HKY+IS-IGC model. The "Diff" column specifies the number of log-likelihood units by which the HKY+IS-IGC value exceeds the maximum log-likelihood value of same model when τ is constrained to 0. The "τ " column shows the estimated τ value from the HKY+IS-IGC model. The "r 2 " and "r 3 " columns show the estimated relative substitution rates of the second and third codon positions from the HKY+IS-IGC model. The column labelled "HKY Prop" shows the estimated proportions of nucleotide changes attributable to IGC with the HKY+IS-IGC model. The column labelled "MG94 Prop" shows the estimated proportions of codon changes attributable to IGC with the MG94+IS-IGC model. "N.A." is written in table entries to denote "not applicable". 
